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My name is Stephen B. Presser, and I am the Raoul Berger Professor of Legal History at
Northwestern University School of Law. I have been teaching and writing about American legal
and Constitutional history for the past thirty-six years. I am the senior author of the leading law
school American Legal History casebook, a co-author of a Constitutional Law casebook, the
author of a monograph on modern Constitutional law, as well as the author of a treatise on
shareholder liability for corporate debts and a co-author of a treatise on mergers and acquisitions.
I have also written many articles on legal history, Constitutional Law, and corporations. I am
honored to have this opportunity to appear

at the invitation of this committee,

to testify in

connection with the confirmation hearings regarding the nomination of Solicitor General Elena
Kagan as an Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court.
The specific question I have been asked to address is the propriety of a Supreme Court
Justice’s turning to international or foreign authority in order to interpret the Constitution of the
United States. This question is really part of a broader problem, which is, simply stated, what a
Justice is supposed to do when a Justice explicates the meaning of Constitutional provisions.
This broader problem is one that I have been dealing with throughout the almost four decades I
have been in the academy, and while there have been countless books and articles written by law

professors and political scientists addressing this problem, as time has gone on, the issue has
become, for me, one that lends itself to relatively simple straightforward analysis.

The more

time I spend with this issue, the more important it seems to be to return to first principles, and, in
particular, to return to the most important statement on judicial review, that offered by Alexander
Hamilton, in Federalist 78, quoting the Baron de Montesquieu, to the effect that there can be no
liberty when the judicial function of government is not separated from the legislative.1 Or, to put
it in the vernacular, to state a concept clearly understood by most of the American people, though
not necessarily by most legal academics,2 it is the job of Justices to judge, not to make law.
In the past few years we have seen several instances of Justices turning to international or
foreign law to make American constitutional law. Thus Justice Kennedy, turning to the law of
the European Community, writing his opinion in Lawrence v. Texas,3 found support for his view
– departing clearly from prior precedent – that consensual homosexual acts could not be
criminally punished. In a similar manner, recent Supreme Court decisions, again relying at least
in part on European and other international authority, have decided that it is unconstitutional to
apply the death penalty to minors,4 and that it is unconstitutional to apply the death penalty to
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persons suffering from mental retardation.5 The results in all of these cases could conceivably
be wise social policy, but they all represent, really, legislative acts by the Court. In our polity,
where the people are supposed to be sovereign, changes in such social policies are supposed to
be for the popular organ, the legislature, or for the ultimate popular act, amending the
Constitution.
The idea that there ought to be a “living constitution,” that it is the job of the Justices to
remold and reinterpret Constitutional provisions to meet the needs of the times, dominates the
legal academy, and, too often, wins a majority of the Court, but it seems to me that it flies in the
face of Hamilton’s and Montesquieu’s teaching, and indeed, is nothing less than a betrayal of the
core American ideal, that ours is a government of laws, not men,6 and that we live by the rule of
law, and not by the arbitrary fiat of judges or Justices.
This notion of a living constitution was recently expressed in a Harvard Commencement
address by no less a figure than recently-retired Justice Souter, who claimed that it was inevitable
that Justices should remake constitutional law, since the constitution was designed for “living
people,” and many of the provisions in the constitution point in contrary directions, facts that
called for creativity on the part of the Justices in reconciling these conflicting principles, and in

punishment for crimes committed by juveniles under 18,” and which “every country in the world has ratified save
for the United States and Somalia.”
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Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 316 (2002)(Opinion for the Court by Justice Stevens, referencing the views of “the
world community,” and of “other nations that share our Anglo-American heritage, and [of] the leading members of
the Western European community.”
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government of this Commonwealth, the legislative department shall never exercise the executive and judicial
powers, or either of them: the executive shall never exercise the legislative and judicial powers, or either of them:
the judicial shall never exercise the legislative and executive powers, or either of them: to the end it may be a
government of laws and not of men.”
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accommodating the changing needs of the American people.7 Curiously absent from Justice
Souter’s commencement speech, however, was a recognition that legislatures, not Justices, are
best equipped to meet the needs of a “living people,” and that the task of reconciling conflicting
Constitutional principles does not give license for departing from prior precedent or making new
Constitutional law. Such tasks might most wisely be accomplished through the Amendment
process. Also missing from Justice Souter’s speech was an understanding that, as the Tenth
Amendment to the Constitution makes clear,8 and as James Madison underscored in Federalist
45,9 the primary policy-making authority in our country ought to be the state and local
governments, not the federal judiciary.
Turning to international or foreign authority, then, as a means of reworking
Constitutional provisions or overturning prior precedents betrays the nature of our federalist
system, and flies in the face of the rule of law.10 As my colleague, John McGinnis, has stated,
“There is no reason to think that foreign laws, including foreign judicial decisions, contain better
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norms for the United States than those made democratically in the United States, because they do
not purport to be good norms for the United States, but instead emerge from complex social
structures that are different from those in the United States.”11
It should be acknowledged, of course, that from the beginning of our history federal
judges and Supreme Court justices have used international authority in order to reach judicial
decisions, and, indeed even to aid in the interpretation of provisions of the United States
Constitution.12 But there is a profound difference between this use of international law engaged
in since the early years of our republic, and that use of Justice Kennedy’s referred to earlier. In
the early years of our republic, and subsequently, judges and justices have quite properly sought
to understand and apply the “law of nations,” a body of supra-constitutional principles that apply
to every nation, and that have been the subject of work by international scholars for hundreds of
years. This body of law, however, these principles of the law of nations, have been understood
to be reflections of what might best be understood as the law of nature, as divinely-revealed
ever-constant simple restraints on all governments and all peoples.13
For example, as one important eighteenth century federal court decision explored, it is
one of the dictates of the law of nations that citizens of nations that are at peace with one another
should not enlist in the armed forces of third nations to make war on those nations at peace, lest
this be deemed a cause of war, and lead to strife and death.14 The law of nations was a body of
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timeless principles, and not a means of radically changing the law. Recourse to the law of
nations was a means of aligning national conduct with rules of international law in existence
since before the establishment of our Constitution, rules our Constitution actually implicitly
embraced.
This recourse to the law of nations, this traditional recourse to international law, is very
different from turning to recent international or foreign jurisprudence to implement policies and
rules very different from those previously prevailing. One is a longstanding legitimate use of
international authority, the other is a usurpation of the sovereignty of the people.
As you members of the Senate examine the qualifications of General Kagan for this
awesomely responsible position, you must ask yourselves whether she is a person who believes
that it is appropriate to turn to international or foreign authority to alter the meaning of the
federal Constitution. I do believe that if she is, this may lead you to question her qualifications
as a potential Supreme Court Justice.
This is, of course, a call for you to make, and not for law professors like me. Still, I can
say that I am aware of at least some troubling comments made by General Kagan when she was
Dean Kagan, at the law school from which we both graduated. About two years ago, when Dean
Kagan was introducing Justice Anthony Kennedy, before he spoke to Harvard Law students as
part of the celebration of his twenty years on the Supreme Court bench, Dean Kagan praised him
both as a jurist who addressed constitutional questions from an “independent” perspective, and as
one who understood that questions of Constitutional interpretation had to be made pursuant to a
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realization that the United States is part of an international community. 15 Thus, Dean Kagan
observed that “Justice Kennedy has emerged as a fiercely independent voice on cases involving
all manners of legal issues,” and that “He has also spoken and written as many of you know
about the importance of looking outward and of recognizing that our own legal system operates
in an international context.” Further, Dean Kagan remarked that “I would point to Justice
Kennedy's independence. I would point to Justice Kennedy's integrity, and I would point to
Justice Kennedy's unique and evolving vision of law. Far from swinging between positions that
are defined by others, Justice Kennedy consistently charts his own course.” Dean Kagan
concluded her introduction of the Justice by stating that Justice Kennedy was “one of our nation's
most admirable and greatest jurists.”16 It seems very likely to me, that in her words to introduce
Justice Kennedy then, Dean Kagan laid out her own jurisprudential philosophy, and while I have
reviewed a fair amount of Ms. Kagan’s comments in her professional career, it seems to me that
this introduction of Justice Kennedy may well be the most concise and clear statement of where
Ms. Kagan herself stands.
When a law school Dean is welcoming a graduate who sits on the United States Supreme
Court, the Dean certainly does not make disparaging comments, and Ms. Kagan’s words might
lend themselves to a variety of benign interpretations, but her praise of Justice Kennedy’s
jurisprudence and his independence could certainly be interpreted as Ms. Kagan’s suggesting
both that it was appropriate for Justices to formulate their own notions of what the Constitution
should mean, and that it was appropriate for Justices to change the meaning of the Constitution
by reference to emerging international norms and policies. As I have tried to suggest here, it is
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our tradition that both of those ideas are betrayals of what a Justice is supposed to do, and I do
believe it is your task to try to discover if that is, in fact, what General Kagan believes.17 If she
does, I think you have cause to hesitate before voting to confirm her as a Justice of the Supreme
Court. In a country such as ours, governed by the rule of law, it is not the job of a judge or a
Justice to have a “unique and evolving vision of law,” or to “chart his own course.” It is, to the
best of his or her ability, to determine what the law is, and then to follow it. Before you vote to
confirm a Justice Kagan, you must be sure that she understands that.

Respectfully submitted,
Stephen B. Presser18
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